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A. ORGANIZATION OF THE MEETING 

 

1.  The National Meeting for Dam Safety Cooperation in Central Asia took place in Almaty, 
Kazakhstan 16 June 2008. The Meeting was organized by the UN Economic Commission for Europe 
(UNECE) in cooperation with the Executive Board of the International Fund for Saving the Aral Sea 
(EB IFAS). 

2. The Meeting was held within the framework of Phase II of the Project “Dam Safety in Central 
Asia: Capacity Building and Regional Cooperation” implemented by UNECE. The project, 
implemented under the supervision of the Project Working Group for Rational Use of Energy and 
Water Resources in Central Asia within the framework of the United Nations Special Programme for 
the Economies of Central Asia (SPECA) and under the UNECE Convention on Protection and Use of 
Transboundary Watercourses and International Lakes, aim to improve national laws and state 
regulations in the field of dam safety in the participating countries and to strengthen the regional 
cooperation in this field. The project is implemented in the context of the Programme on improvement 
of environmental and socio-economic situation in Aral Sea Basin for the period of 2003 to 2010 
(ASBP-2) implemented by the International Fund for Saving the Aral Sea (IFAS). The project is also a 
part of the “Environment and Security” Initiative (ENVSEC) and is financed by the government of 
Finland. 

1.  Objectives of the Meeting 

3. The direct objective of the Meeting was to discuss the participation of Kazakhstan in the 
development of a Regional Agreement on Cooperation in the Field of Safety of Hydraulic Structures, 
harmonization of legislative framework and the technical normative documents in this field.  In 
addition, it was an objective to exchange experience with regard to the updating of the national 
normative-technical framework to ensure safety of hydraulic structures.   

2.  Attendance 

4. 12 representatives of agencies dealing directly with government regulation to ensure safety of 
dams and other hydraulic engineering structures, and representatives of the Ministry for Foreign 
Affairs, Ministry of Justice, Ministry of Emergencies and other organizations took part in the Meeting. 
The Meeting was also attended by the members of the Working Group under the Mazhilis of the 
Parliament of the Republic of Kazakhstan on Development of the Draft Law to Amend and Modify the 
Water Code on Dam safety. 22 persons included in the list of Appendix 1 to this Report took part in 
the Meeting together with representatives of the UNECE Secretariat and consultants. 

3.  Opening of the Meeting 

5. The Meeting was opened by Mr. Victor Kiyanskiy, Member of Mazhilis of the Parliament of 
the Republic of Kazakhstan, Member of Committee on Ecology and Natural Resources Management. 
He warmly welcomed the participants and stressed the urgency of the Meeting’s aims in terms of 
development of a coherent legislation in Central Asian countries for ensuring the safety of hydraulic 
structures. He emphasized the importance of the safety of hydraulic structures located at 
transboundary rivers connecting the CA countries, since emergencies here cause severe transboundary 
consequences not only for economic development, but the lives and health of the population.  

6. The participants of the meeting were also welcomed by Mr. Almabek Nurushev, Director of 
the Executive Board of the International Fund for Saving the Aral Sea in Kazakhstan. He pointed out 
with satisfaction the results of several years of fruitful cooperation between his organization and 
UNECE in implementing the regional project for Dam Safety. He emphasized that this project is 
carried out for the benefit of all countries in the region and that it conforms to the ASBP-2 program. 
 
7. Mr. Bo Libert, the Regional Adviser of the Environment, Housing and Land Management 
Division of UNECE, conveyed the greetings to the participants from the UNECE management. He 
pointed out in his speech that during the implementation of the first phase of the “Dam Safety in 
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Central Asia: Capacity Building and Regional Cooperation” the project was actively facilitated by the 
representatives of Kazakhstan’s Committee on Water Resources under the Ministry of Agriculture and 
representatives of several other ministries and agencies. They made their significant contribution both 
in the development of two main documents that concluded the first phase of the project, i.e. the Model 
National Law on the Safety of Hydraulic Structures and the Draft Regional Agreement on cooperation 
in this area, and into the preparation of a UNECE publication dedicated to the conclusions of this 
phase. Concludingly he acknowledged the cooperation with EB IFAS in organizing the meeting and 
expressed his confidence that the representatives of Kazakhstan shall continue their active 
participation in the second phase of the project. 

4.  Approval of the Agenda 

8. Mr. Bo Libert, member of the Secretariat of UNECE, outlined the objectives of the Meeting. 
He also presented the agenda and the Work Programme of the Meeting. 

9. The following agenda of the Meeting was approved: 

1. Opening of the Meeting. 

2. Approval of the agenda of the Meeting. 

3. On the results of Phase I of the Project “Dam Safety in Central Asia: Capacity Building and 
Regional Cooperation” and contents of Phase II of this Project. 

4. Normative-technical framework and the organization of state regulation in the field of safety 
of hydraulic structures in Kazakhstan and their possible improvement. 

5. Development of the Regional Agreement on Cooperation in the Field of Safety of Hydraulic 
Structures and proposals on how to organize discussions on this issue on the regional level.   

6. On cooperation in the harmonization of legislative framework and technical normative 
documents in the field of safety of hydraulic structures in the countries of Central Asia. 

7. On the Work Plan for project implementation in 2008. 

8. Reviewing and approving the decisions, development of recommendations and report of the 
Meeting.  

9. Miscellaneous. 

10. Closing of the Meeting. 

10. The Programme of the National Meeting for Dam Safety Cooperation in Central Asia is presented in 
Appendix 2. 

 

B.  PROCEEDINGS 

11. Under Item 3 of the agenda, Mr. Bo Libert, UNECE Secretariat, presented the results of Phase I of the 
Project “Dam Safety in Central Asia: Capacity Building and Regional Cooperation” for the period of 2004 
through 2006. He pointed out with satisfaction the publication (UNECE Water Series No 5, 2007) that 
concluded the first phase of the Project. This publication contains the documents developed during the first 
phase, reviews of Central Asian water infrastructure, including a list of large dams of the region, description 
of existing legal and organizational framework for the governance of safety of hydraulic structures in Central 
Asian countries, including Kazakhstan. 
 
12. Mr. Bo Libert also outlined the tasks faced by the participating countries in the implementation of the 
Second Phase of this project in 2008-2010. He stressed that future cooperation of Central Asian countries 
shall be aimed at the conclusion of a Regional Agreement on Cooperation in the Field of Safety of Hydraulic 
Structures; improvement and harmonization of technical normative documents in the field of safety of 
hydraulic structures, and capacity building of specialists monitoring the safety of hydraulic structures. He 
also informed the participants about the results of the Regional Meeting for Dam Safety Cooperation in 
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Central Asia, which took place in Tashkent, Uzbekistan 12-13 March, 2008 commencing the implementation 
of the Second Phase of the Project.  

 
13. Mr. Yuri Steklov, Consultant, brought to the attention of the participants the discussions under the 
main agenda items of the Regional Meeting for Dam Safety Cooperation in Central Asia that took place in 
Tashkent, Uzbekistan 12-13 March, 2008, and introduced the conclusions and recommendations, approved 
by the participants of the Regional Meeting (Annex 3).  
 
14. Mr. Tulegen Sarsembekov, Consultant of the EuroAsian Economic Community (EurAsEC) 
Integration Committee Secretariat in his presentation informed about his organization’s participation in the 
implementation of UN Project on developing cooperation in Dam Safety in Central Asia. In particular, he 
mentioned that the Model National Law on the Safety of Hydraulic Structures has been approved by the 
EurAsEC Interparliament Assembly. He also pointed out that EurAsEc intends to continue the cooperation 
with UN and participating countries of the Project. 

 
15. Under Item 4 of the agenda, Mr. Victor Kiyanskiy, Member of Mazhilis of the Parliament of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan, informed about the development of the Draft Law on Changes and Amendments to 
the Water Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan on Dam Safety. Mr. Kiyanskiy stated that the Government 
decided not to introducing a separate Draft Law on Dam Safety, but to amend the existing Water Code 
correspondingly. He pointed out that the suggested changes and amendments take into account the 
provisions of Model National Law on the Safety of Hydraulic Structures, developed in the framework of 
UNECE’s project. 
 
16. Mr. Radkevich, project consultant, described in his presentation the experience of preparing and 
implementing the Law of the Russian Federation on Hydraulic Structures Safety. He stressed that state 
regulation of the safety of hydraulic structures is not limited to technical regulation. In this regard, he noted 
that issues of civil liability in case of damage due to an emergency in connection with a hydraulic structure 
shall be adequately reflected in national legislation. 

 
17. During the discussion under Item 5 of the agenda, it was noted that further conceptual elaboration of 
forms and mechanisms of cooperation proposed in the draft Regional Agreement on Cooperation in the Field 
of Safety of Hydraulic Structures is required. Participants of the Meeting were informed that the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs and several other ministries and agencies have appointed their representatives to a temporary 
regional working group to refine the draft Agreement on Cooperation in the Field of Safety of Hydraulic 
Structures. 
 
18. Representatives of the Ministry of Justice informed the participants that the Ministry had prepared 
their comments and suggestions to the draft Agreement on Cooperation in the Field of Safety of Hydraulic 
Structures, which were circulated at the meeting.  
 
19. Under Item 6 of the agenda, participants of the meeting supported the proposal for the development of 
cooperation in harmonizing the legal framework and converging the technical normative documents in the 
field of Safety of Hydraulic Structures. The representatives of Kazakhstan expressed their readiness to 
participate in training programmes aimed at upgrading the competence of specialists in Safety of Hydraulic 
Structures.  
 

В.  CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

20. The participants of the Meeting made the following decisions and recommendations on the discussed 
items of the agenda: 

 
1. To note the constructive participation of Kazakhstan’s representatives in the Regional UN 
Project “Dam Safety in Central Asia: Capacity Building and Regional Cooperation”. In the 
future, priority attention shall be paid to the participation of relevant ministries and agencies in 
the project activities.    
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2. To approve the work of the Work Group of Mazhilis of the Parliament of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan on development of the Draft Law on Changes and Amendments to the Water Code 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan with respect to the Dam Safety. To note that this Draft Law is 
developed considering the provisions of Model National Law on the Safety of Hydraulic 
Structures, developed in the framework of UNECE’s project. 
 
3.   To support the initiative of the UNECE to make an independent expert assessment of the 
Draft Law on Changes and Amendments to the Water Code with respect to the Dam Safety. 
 
4. To take note of the appointment of authorised representatives of state bodies of Kazakhstan to 
a temporary working group to finalise the Draft Regional Agreement on Cooperation in the 
Field of Safety of Hydraulic Structures.  
 
5. To recommend to the authorized state bodies to nominate their representatives to a regional 
working group on convergence of technical normative documentation in the Field of Safety of 
Hydraulic Structures in Central Asia. Members of the working group from Kazakhstan are to 
make a proposal of a list of required technical normative documentation for the Safety of 
Hydraulic Structures. 
 
6. To support the proposal to hold regional training courses for Hydraulic Structures Safety 
specialists with the participation of representatives from Kazakhstan. 
 
7. To have ED IFAS in cooperation with concerned agencies to annually conduct, with the 
support of UNECE, National Meetings on Hydraulic Structures Safety with the participation of 
all stakeholders. 
 

21. Participants of the meeting expressed their gratitude to ED IFAS in Kazakhstan for the good 
organization of the national meeting. 

 



Приложение 1 

СПИСОК УЧАСТНИКОВ 

Национальное  совещание по сотрудничеству по безопасности плотин в Центральной 
Азии 

16 июня 2008  года, Алматы, Казахстан 
 

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS 
The National Meeting for Dam Safety Cooperation in Central Asia 

June 16, 2008, Almaty, Kazakhstan 

 

 
 

РЕСПУБЛИКА КАЗАХСТАН 
 

REPUBLIC OF KAZAKHSTAN 
 

 
Contacts 

1. Киянский Виктор Владимирович 

Депутат Мажилиса Парламента 
Республики Казахстан, член 
Комитета по  вопросам  экологии и 
природопользованию, Председатель 
рабочей группы по подготовке 
законопроекта по безопасности 
плотин  Мажилиса Парламента 

Victor  Kiyansky   

Member of Mazhilis, Member of 
Committee on Ecology and 
Natural Resources Management, 
Chairman of working group on 
preparation of the Draft Law on 
Dam Safety,  Mazhilis of 
Parliament 

Tel. (+77172) 746218 

Fax. (+77172) 243331 

E-mail: 
Kiyanskiy@parlam.kz 

Mob. (+7777) 5654629 

2. Рамазанов Аманбек 
Мырзахметович  

Заведующий сектором  Отдела 
обеспечения деятельности Комитета 
по вопросам экологии и 
природопользованию Мажилиса 
Парламента Республики Казахстан 

Amanbek Ramazanov   

Head of Department on provision 
of activities of the Committee on 
Ecology and Natural Resources 
Management, Mazhilis of 
Parliament 

Tel. (+77172) 746039 

Fax. (+77172) 243331 

E-mail: ramazan@parlam.kz    

Mob. (+7701) 5993294 

 

3. Султанали Гульмира Хамидулла 
кызы  
Начальник Управления  
интеграционных  процессов 
Департамента ЦА, Министерство 
иностранных дел 

Gulmira Sultanali   

Head of integration processes 
Division under Department of CA, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

Теl.  (+77172) 720350 

Fax (+77172) 720367 

E-mail: sultanali@mid.kz 

Mob. (+7701) 6830684 
 

4. Жиенбаев Мусилим Рысмаханович 

начальник отдела по нормативному 
обеспечению водных ресурсов 
Управление стратегии использования 
природных ресурсов, Министерство 
сельского хозяйства, член рабочей 
группы по подготовке законопроекта 
по безопасности плотин  Мажилиса 
Парламента 

Muslim  Jienbaev 

Head of Department for 
Regulatory Documentation 
Support on Water Resources, 
Division of natural resources use 
strategy under the Ministry of 
Agriculture, member of the 
working group of Mazhilis of 
Parliament 

Tel. (+77172) 555833 

Fax. (+77172) 555793 

E-mail: 
muslim2007_67@mail.ru 

Mob. (+7701) 5891486 

 

5. Бадашев Ерлан Айтмуханович - 
Начальник управления организации 
эксплуатации водохозяйственных 
объектов и мелиорации земель, 
Комитет по водным ресурсам 
Министерства сельского хозяйства, 
член рабочей группы Мажилиса 
Парламента 

Erlan Badashev - Head of 
Division for organization of 
operation of water-economic 
objects and land development, 
Committee on Water Resources 
under the Ministry of Agriculture, 
member of the working group of 
Mazhilis of Parliament 

Tel. (+77172) 742696  

Fax. (+77172) 742681  

Mob. (+7777) 1356929 
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6. Мынбаев Марат Абдигазиевич 

Главный эксперт Управления 
анализа, предупреждения 
чрезвычайных ситуаций природного 
и техногенного характера 
Департамента предупреждения 
чрезвычайных ситуаций и 
перспективного развития, 
Министерство по чрезвычайным 
ситуациям, член рабочей группы по 
подготовке законопроекта по 
безопасности плотин  Мажилиса 
Парламента 

Marat Mynbaev   

Chief Expert of Division on 
prevention of technogenic and 
natural disasters under the 
Department of prevention of 
emergencies and prospective 
development, Ministry of 
Emergencies, member of the 
working group of Mazhilis of 
Parliament 

Tel. (+77172) 944827 

E-mail: mynbaev@emer.kz  

Mob. (+7705) 3378734  

 

7. Мерсалимова Лаура Канатовна 
начальник Управления 
экологического законодательства и 
законодательства в области 
хозяйственной деятельности 
Департамента законодательства, 
Министерство юстиции 

Laura Mersalimova  

Head of department of the 
ecological legislation and 
economic activities legislation 
under the Department of 
legislation, Ministry of Justice 

Tel. (+77172) 740680 

Е-mail: 
Mersalimova_L@minjust.kz   

Mob. (+7701) 9993593 

 

8. Альпеисова Асем   

эксперт  Департамента 
международного права, 
Министерство юстиции 

Asem Alpeisova  
Expert of Department of 
international law, Ministry of 
Justice 

Tel. (+77172) 740946 

Fax. (+77172) 740945 

Е-mail: 
alpeissova_a@minjust.kz  

Mob. (+7701) 7318809 

 

9. Нуртазин Майдан Мухамедович  - 
Технический директор ПК «Институт 
Казгипроводхоз»   

Maidan Nurtazin  

Technical Director , Production 
Cooperative “Institute of 
Kazgiprovodkhoz” 

Tel. (+7727) 2798333 

Fax. (+7727) 2791614 

E-mail: kazgipro@mail.ru .  

Mob. (+7777) 3301505 

 

10. Бейбитов Есылбай 
Досмагамбетович  

главный эксперт Группы по 
управлению электроэнергетическими 
активами, АО «Холдинг «Самрук»  

Esilbay Beybitov  

Chief expert of the Group on 
power assets management, 
“Samruk Holding” JSC 

Tel. (+77172) 790477 

Fax. (+77172) 790472 

Е-mail: 
e.beybitov@samruk.gov.kz   

Mob. (+7701) 6177611 

 

11. Ержан Кудайберген Толепович 

Председатель правления АО 
«Шардаринская ГЭС» 

Kudaybergen Yerzhan 

Chairman of the Board of 
Directors, “Shardara Hydro Power 
Station” JSC  

Tel. (+772535) 21653 

Fax. (+772535) 21145 

Е-mail: sharges@mail.ru   

Mob. (+7701) 7332602 
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12. Вильковиский Иосиф Яковлевич  

Главный инженер ТОО 
«Казгидропроект»  

Iossif  Vilkoviskiy  

 Chief  engineer 
“Kazhydroproject” LLP 

Тел. (+7727) 2730031 

Факс. (+7727) 2731743 

E-mail: : 
kazhydro@netmail.kz  

Моб. (+7777) 5608668 

 
 

ЭКСПЕРТЫ 
 

EXPERTS 
 

 

13. Стеклов Юрий Николаевич  

Консультант 

Yuri Steklov  

Consultant 

Тел.(+662) 960 3457 

E-
mail:yuri.steklov@gmail.com 

 

14. Радкевич Дмитрий Борисович 
Консультант 

Dmitry Radkevich  

Consultant 

Тел.(+7495) 4935131 

Fax. (+7495) 4974050 

E-mail:radkevich@mte.gov.ru  

Mob. (+7926) 7879500 

 

15. Оролбаев Эркин Эргешевич  
Консультант 

Erkin Orolbaev  

Consultant 

Тел. (+996312) 612977 

E-mail:orolbaev@mail.ru; 
erkin.orolbaev@gmail.com  

 
 

МЕЖДУНАРОДНЫЕ ОРГАНИЗАЦИИ 
 

INTERNATIONAL 
ORGANIZATIONS 

 

 

16. Бу Либерт  

Региональный советник Отдел по 
окружающей среде, жилищному 
вопросу и землепользованию ЕЭК 
ООН 

Bo Libert  

Regional Adviser on Environment, 
Housing and Land Management 
Division UNECE 

Тел.(+4122) 9172396 

Fax. (+4122)  9170621 

E-mail:bo.libert@unece.org   

Mob. (+4179) 444 6026/4180 

 

17. Адам Сек 

Региональный советник Отдел по 
устойчивой энергетике ЕЭК ООН 

Adam Sek 
Regional Adviser on Energy 
Division, UNECE 

Теl.(+4122) 9172687 

Fax. (+4122)  9190038 

E-mail: adam.sek@unece.org 

 

18. Нурушев Алмабек Нурушевич 

 Директор Исполнительной 
дирекции МФСА в Казахстане, член 
Исполкома МФСА 

Almabek Nurushev  

Director, Executive Board of IFAS 
in Kazakhstan, member of the 
Executive Committee of IFAS 

Tel. (+7727) 2986383/81/85 

Fax. (+7727) 507717 

E-mail:ifas_almaty@alnet.kz  

Mob. (+7701) 1110532 
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19. Оспанов Медет Оспанович  

Заместитель директора,  
Исполнительная Дирекция МФСА в 
Республике Казахстан 

Medet Ospanov  

Deputy director, Executive Board 
of IFAS in Kazakhstan 

Tel. (+7727) 2986383/81/85 

Fax. (+7727) 507717 

E-mail:mospanov@mail.kz  

Mob. (+7701) 7138219 

 

20. Сарсембеков Тулеген Тажибаевич 
консультант Секретариата 
Интеграционного комитета 
ЕврАзЭС 

Tulegen  Sarsembekov 

Consultant of the EurAsEC 
Integration Committee Secretariat 

Тел.(+7727)  2722005 

Fax. (+7727) 2720296 

E-mail: tulsar@nursat.kz  

mob.(+7701} 7886619 

 

21. Петраков Игорь Алексеевич 
Консультант ПРООН, помощник 
Председателя комитета по водным 
ресурсам МСХ РК 

Igor Petrakov  

Advisor, UNDP, Assistant 
Chairman of Water Reserves 
Committee of the Ministry of 
Agriculture of RK 

Тел.(+77272)  919349 

Fax. (+77272)  912411 

E-mail: ipetrakov@bk.ru  

mob.(+7701) 3472462  

 

22. Плеханов Петр Андреевич  

Вице-Президент АО «ЦНЗМО», 
Национальный эксперт ПРООН  

Pyotr Plekhanov  
Vice-President, “CESMOB” JSC 
National Expert of Emergency and 
Water Resources, UNDP 

Тел. (+7727) 2914087 

Факс. (+7727) 2918127, 
2914660 

E-mail: pplekh@rambler.ru  

Моб. (+7777) 3704024 
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Appendix 2 

National Meeting  
for Dam Safety Cooperation in Central Asia 
16 June, 2008   
Almaty, Kazakhstan  
 
 

       PROGRAMME 

09:00 - 09:30           Registration of participants. 
 

09:30 – 10:00          Opening of the Meeting  
Greeting on behalf of the Mazhilis of Parliament of Kazakhstan 
Mr. Victor Kiyansky – Member of the Mazhilis of the Parliament, Doctor of 
Technical Sciences, professor, a member of the Committee on Ecology and 
Natural Reserves Management, Chairman of the work group on preparation of 
Draft Law on Dam Safety for Mazhilis of the Parliament 
Greeting on behalf of the IFAS  
Mr. Almabek Nurushev  
Director, Executive Board of IFAS in Kazakhstan, member of the Executive 
Committee of IFAS 
Greeting on behalf of the UNECE  
Mr. Bo Libert, Regional Adviser of UNECE 
 

10:00 - 10:15 Approval of the Agenda and election of the officers of the Meeting 
Presentation of the Meeting Programme:  
Mr. Bo Libert, Regional Adviser of UNECE 
 

10:15 - 10:30 On the results of implementation of Phase I of the Project “Dam Safety in 
Central Asia: Capacity Building and Regional Cooperation” and contents 
of Phase II of the Project. 
Mr. Bo Libert, Regional Adviser of UNECE 
 

 
 

Information from the EurAsEC Integration Committee Secretariat on 
participation in Development of the Project on Dam Safety in Central Asia 
Mr. Tulegen  Sarsembekov, Consultant of the EurAsEC Integration Committee 
Secretariat 
 

10:30 - 11:00 Coffee Break 
 

11:00 - 11:40 Normative-legal framework and organizational forms for the state 
regulation in the field of hydraulic structures safety in Kazakhstan and 
their possible improvement 
Mr. Yuri Steklov, Consultant  
Mr. Dmitry Radkevich, Consultant 
 

 "On the legislation of the Republic of Kazakhstan in the field of natural 
and technogenic emergencies and feasibility of the Law of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan "On Hydraulic Structures Safety" 
Mr. Pyotr Plekhanov, Vice-president  of “Center of Earth, Metallurgy and 
Refinement” 

 Representatives of stakeholder ministries and agencies, 
Discussion 
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11:40 - 12:30 On participation in the development of the Regional Agreement on 
Cooperation in the Field of Safety of Hydraulic Structures, and proposals 
on how to organize discussions on this issue on the regional level  
Mr. Yuri Steklov, Consultant 
Representatives of Water Reserves Committies under MAC, MFA, Ministry of 
Emergencies, Ministry of Justice and other ministries and departments 
concerned ministries and agencies 
Discussion 
 

12:30-13:30 Lunch 
 

13:30-14:30 On cooperation in harmonization of the legal framework and technical 
normative documents in the field of dam safety in the countries of Central 
Asia 
Mr. Yuri Steklov, Consultant 
Mr. Dmitriy Radkevich, Consultant 
Representatives of stakeholder ministries agencies 
Discussion 
 

14:30-15:00 Consideration and approval of the work plan for 2008 
Mr. Bo Libert, Regional Adviser of  UNECE 
Discussion  

15:00-15:30 Coffee Break 
 

15:30-16:00 Consideration and approval of decisions, recommendations, and report of 
the Meeting.  
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 



Appendix 3 
 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The Regional Meeting for Dam Safety Cooperation in Central Asia  

Tashkent, Uzbekistan, 12-13 March, 2008 
 

 National coordinators of the countries shall be entrusted with the coordination of all actions 
aimed at the implementation of these recommendations of the Meeting: 

Kazakhstan – М.О. Ospanov  
Kyrgyzstan – I.А. Djoldoshaliev (to be confirmed) 
Tajikistan – to be nominated by the Tajik Government   
Turkmenistan – К.B. Ballyev (to be confirmed) 
Uzbekistan – Т.К. Kamalov  

 
 The participants of the Meeting made decisions on the discussed issues and recommended to 
take the following actions: 
 
I. On the Draft Regional Agreement on Cooperation in the Field of Safety of Hydraulic 
Structures: 

 
a. To continue the work on finalizing the draft Regional Agreement on Cooperation in the 
Field of Safety of Hydraulic Structures, using as a basis the text of the draft Agreement 
included in Appendix 7 of the UNECE publication “Dam Safety in Central Asia: Capacity 
Building and Regional Cooperation”.  
 
b. To take into consideration the amendments and additions proposed by Tajikistan (a version 
of the draft Agreement dated 3 March, 2008), as well as the proposals put forward during the 
discussion of this question, in the finalization of the draft Regional Agreement. 
 
c. To establish a provisional Working Group for finalizing the draft Regional Agreement, 
consisting of one representative of the Ministry for Foreign Affairs and one or two 
representatives of the national agencies dealing with state regulation of safety of hydraulic 
structures in each of the countries, representatives of IFAS and EurAsEC, and international 
consultants of the Project.  
 
d. To request the national coordinators, jointly with concerned state authorities, and 
representatives of IFAS and EurAsEC participating in the Meeting to nominate persons to the 
UNECE Secretariat (Mr. Bo Libert) before 15 April 2008 for including them in the 
provisional Working Group for the finalization of the draft Regional Agreement.  
 
e. That the provisional Working Group shall prepare the finalized draft Agreement before 1 
May of this year before submitting it to each of the participating countries for consideration in 
accordance with established procedure. 
 
f. To note with satisfaction the proposal of the Republic of Uzbekistan to act as a lead country 
in the finalization of the Regional Agreement and accept with gratitude the proposal of IFAS 
to coordinate activities in this direction and to request the national coordinators to bring to the 
notice of UNECE Secretariat (Mr. Bo Libert) the opinions of respective countries on these 
proposals before 15 April 2008.  
 

II. On the Model National Law on the Safety of Hydraulic Structures: 
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a. To take into consideration the information on the current work and plans for improvement 
and formulation of the national regulatory legal frameworks on safety of hydraulic structures 
in the countries of Central Asia. 
 
b. To request the UNECE Secretariat (Mr. Bo Libert) and EC IFAS to send letters approved 
by the national coordinators to the Governments of respective countries with information 
about the preparation of the Model National Law on the Safety of Hydraulic Structures and 
the recommendation to use this document or its separate sections for the improvement and 
formulation of the national regulatory legal framework with regard to the state regulation of 
safety of hydraulic structures.  
 

III.  On the Establishment of a Regional Training Centre: 
 

a. To evaluate positively the proposal of Uzbekistan to establish a Regional Training Centre 
for Dam Safety using the opportunities provided by the Training Centre of 
Gosvodkhoznadzor, and note with gratitude the intention of Uzbekistan to provide a venue for 
the holding of training courses and cover part of their administrative costs. 
 
b. To recommend the organization of a pilot regional training course not later than the 1st 
quarter of 2009 at the venue of Gosvodkhoznadzor in order to test training programmes for 
specialists responsible for ensuring safety of hydraulic engineering structures. 
 
c. To request the UNECE Secretariat (Mr. Bo Libert) to, if possible, identify funds for co-
funding of the pilot regional training course from the Project budget or facilitate mobilization 
of funds for this purpose from other sources.  
 

IV. On Scientific and Technical Cooperation: 
 

a. To establish a Working Group for harmonization of the normative and technical 
documentation in the field of safety of hydraulic structures in the countries of Central Asia. 
 
b. To request the national coordinators, in collaboration with concerned state authorities, to 
nominate persons to the UNECE Secretariat (Mr. Bo Libert) before 15 April this year to the 
Working Group for harmonization of the normative and technical documentation in the field 
of safety of hydraulic structures in the countries of Central Asia (See Item а). 
 
c. To express gratitude to Mr. Dmitry Radkevich for the provision of the electronic database 
of legislative instruments and regulatory legal acts of the Russian Federation and scientific 
engineering materials for the safety of hydraulic structures and to distribute this material 
among the concerned agencies in the participating countries.  

 
Y. On the Work Plan for 2008: 

 
a. To adopt the revised Project Work Plan for 2008. 
  
b. The host organizations to initiate activities for the organization of the planned events 
assisted by the Secretariat of UNECE and EC IFAS. 
 

  
 


